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Abstract: Satellite data suggest that summertime aerosol optical depth (AOD) over the southeastern USA depends on the air/land surface temperature, but the magnitude of the radiative effects caused by this dependence remains unclear. To quantify these radiative effects, we utilized several remote sensing datasets and ECMWF reanalysis data for the years 2005–2011. In addition, the global aerosol–climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ was used to identify the possible processes affecting aerosol loads and their dependence on temperature over the studied region. The satellite-based observations suggest that changes in the total summertime AOD in the southeastern USA are mainly governed by changes in anthropogenic emissions. In addition, summertime AOD exhibits a dependence on southerly wind speed and land surface temperature (LST). Transport of sea salt and Saharan dust is the likely reason for the wind speed dependence, whereas the temperature-dependent component is linked to temperature-induced changes in the emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) over forested regions. The remote sensing datasets indicate that the biogenic contribution increases AOD with increasing temperature by approximately \((7 \pm 6) \times 10^{-3} \mathrm{K}^{-1}\) over the southeastern USA. In the model simulations, the increase in summertime AOD due to temperature-enhanced BVOC emissions is of a similar magnitude, i.e., \((4 \pm 1) \times 10^{-3} \mathrm{K}^{-1}\). The largest source of BVOC emissions in this region is broadleaf trees, thus if the observed temperature dependence of AOD is caused by biogenic emissions the dependence should be the largest in the vicinity of forests. Consequently, the analysis of the remote sensing data shows that over mixed forests the biogenic contribution increases AOD by approximately \((27 \pm 13) \times 10^{-3} \mathrm{K}^{-1}\), which is over four times higher than the value for over the whole domain, while over other land cover types in the study region (woody savannas and cropland/natural mosaic) there is no clear temperature dependence. The corresponding clear-sky direct radiative effect (DRE) of the observation-based biogenic AOD is \(-0.33 \pm 0.29 \mathrm{W/m}^2/\mathrm{K}\) for the whole domain and \(-1.3 \pm 0.7 \mathrm{W/m}^2/\mathrm{K}\) over mixed forests only. The model estimate of the regional clear-sky DRE for biogenic aerosols is similar to the observational estimate for the whole domain: \(-0.29 \pm 0.09 \mathrm{W/m}^2/\mathrm{K}\). Furthermore, the model simulations showed that biogenic emissions have a significant effective radiative forcing (ERF) in this region: \(-1.0 \pm 0.5 \mathrm{W/m}^2/\mathrm{K}\).
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1. Introduction

Aerosol particles are an important regulator of the Earth’s climate. They scatter and absorb incoming solar radiation (e.g., [1]) and can act as initial formation sites for cloud droplets and thereby modify the properties and lifetime of clouds [2–4]. The magnitude of aerosol radiative effects remains the single largest uncertainty in the current estimates of the anthropogenic radiative forcing [5]. One of the key quantities needed for accurate estimates of anthropogenic radiative forcing is quantitative knowledge of the radiative effects of natural aerosol—after all, it is the change from the natural background that is important when quantifying human influence on climate. Recent studies have highlighted that the uncertainties in natural aerosol emissions may bias our current estimates of aerosol forcing more than the uncertainties associated with anthropogenic emissions [6]. Furthermore, our current understanding of future changes in natural aerosol radiative effects is very poor.

The dominant source of natural aerosols over the Earth’s vast forested regions is biogenic volatile organic compounds [7], which are oxidized in the atmosphere, forming semi-, low-, or non-volatile organic compounds [8]. Consequently, these compounds can condense onto existing aerosol particles or participate in new particle formation to form secondary organic aerosols (SOA) and significantly modify the chemical and optical properties of the particles [9]. In accordance with the expected positive temperature dependence of BVOC emissions [10–13], several previous studies have shown that some aerosol properties, such as mass concentration and the number of cloud active aerosol particles, i.e., cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), indeed correlate positively with temperature at many forested sites (e.g., [14,15]). Therefore, BVOC emissions could introduce a regionally relevant cooling feedback in a warming climate [9]. However, the evidence for a link between air temperature and the aerosol radiative effects due to increased BVOC emissions is not yet definite because in addition to BVOC emissions photochemistry and synoptic meteorology also depend on temperature and can affect SOA formation (e.g., [16]). Aerosol direct effects can be quantified via aerosol optical depth (AOD) from, e.g., satellites. Slowik et al. [17] observed a positive correlation between in situ observed SOA and regional satellite-based AOD in Ontario, Canada during periods of elevated temperature. Similarly, Goldstein et al. [18] detected an exponential dependence of the AOD on the temperature in the southeastern USA, and hypothesized that it arose from enhanced natural BVOC emissions on warmer days. The links between temperature, BVOC emissions, and AOD are further complicated over regions with extensive SO2 emissions, such as in the southeastern USA, due to the effect of isoprene oxidation on sulphate aerosol formation: the major oxidation products of isoprene are peroxides, which are generally attributed to the increased summertime formation of sulphate via aqueous phase reactions [18]. Therefore, changes in SO2 emissions also affect the relationship between BVOC emissions and AOD.

The southeastern USA is an interesting location for aerosol studies due to the strong interplay between biogenic and anthropogenic aerosol sources in that region. Consequently, extensive studies on aerosol over that region have been carried out (e.g., [19–27]). These studies concentrated on aerosol chemistry, trends in aerosols and the formation of SOA. For example, Xu et al. [23] showed that anthropogenic pollution enhances isoprene-derived SOA concentrations significantly and a major fraction of organic aerosol is mediated by the pollution in the southeastern USA during summer. However, only three studies have estimated the direct radiative effect of aerosols in this region: Carrico et al. [28] estimated the direct aerosol radiative effect in the metropolitan Atlanta to be \(-11 \pm 6 \text{ W/m}^2\) in the summer of 1999, Goldstein et al. [18] estimated the aerosol radiative effect due to seasonal changes in aerosol load to be \(-3.9 \text{ W/m}^2\), and Attwood et al. [24] estimated that between
the summers of 2001 and 2013 the diurnally averaged surface radiative effect changed by 8 W/m² due to decreasing aerosol mass.

The main objective of this study was to provide a quantitative estimate of the regional aerosol direct radiative effect caused by the temperature-dependent biogenic emissions over the southeastern USA. The research was carried out using remote sensing observations and the findings were evaluated with aerosol–climate model sensitivity simulations. With this combination of observations and model simulations the significance of biogenic emissions on the temperature dependence of AOD and the corresponding radiative effect was quantified. Despite the large amount of research done in this region, to our knowledge this is the first time the temperature-dependent summertime aerosol radiative effects over the southeastern USA have been quantified.

2. Methodology

Key remote sensing data used in this study were the aerosol optical depth and land surface temperature products available from the European Space Agency (ESA) Aerosol_cci [29,30] and ESA DUE GlobTemperature (Available online: http://www.globtemperature.info/) projects, together with ancillary data, such as tropospheric column density of nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) and land cover type (Table 1). These observations were used to analyse the temperature dependence of summertime AOD and the reasons behind the observed behaviour. For the modelling work we used the aerosol-chemistry climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ [31–35], which describes the relevant atmospheric aerosol processes. We performed several sensitivity simulations in order to identify whether biogenic emissions could be responsible for the observed temperature dependence of the AOD. The regional radiative effects of the temperature-dependent AOD component were estimated from both observations and simulations. The study domain covered the land area over the southeastern USA (70–90° W and 30–37.5° N) for the years 2005–2011. This time period was chosen because it was covered by all the satellite instruments used in this study. We also used land cover type data to evaluate differences between the temperature dependence of AOD over the most abundant vegetation types. A more detailed description of each dataset and the model simulations are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Instrument (Data Depository)</th>
<th>Product Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol optical depth</td>
<td>Proxy for aerosol load, 2005–2011</td>
<td>AATSR (Aerosol_cci/ESA)</td>
<td>Level 3, 1 × 1 deg, daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AOD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land surface temperature</td>
<td>Temperature, 2005–2011</td>
<td>AATSR (GlobTemperature/ESA)</td>
<td>Level 3, 0.01 × 0.01 deg, daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LST)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen dioxide</td>
<td>Proxy for anthropogenic emissions, 2005–2011</td>
<td>OMI (ACDISC/NASA)</td>
<td>Level 3, 0.25 × 0.25 deg, daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NO₂)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGBP Land cover type</td>
<td>Proxy for vegetation type, 2005–2011</td>
<td>MODIS (LPDAAC/NASA)</td>
<td>Level 3, 0.05 × 0.05 deg, yearly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Spaceborne Observations

2.1.1. AATSR

The core datasets for this study were provided by the Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR), which flew on the ESA polar orbiting Environmental Satellite ENVISAT (2002–2012). It was a dual view imaging spectrometer with seven wavebands, four of them in the visible and near-infrared (0.555, 0.659, 0.865, and 1.6 µm) and three in the shortwave infrared—thermal infrared (3.7, 11, and 12 µm). AATSR had a swath width of 512 km and the spatial resolution at nadir view was 1 × 1 km². The nadir view and the forward view at 55° incident angle to the surface allowed for near-simultaneous observation of the same area on the Earth’s surface through two different
atmospheric columns within ~2 min. The overpass time for the southeastern USA was approximately 10:00 a.m. local solar time.

From the AATSR, clear-sky AOD data available from the ESA Aerosol_cci project and LST data from ESA’s DUE GlobTemperature project were used. More specifically, daily Level 3 AOD data (version 1.42) with a spatial resolution of $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ were chosen because of the similarity in their spatial resolution to the resolution of the climate model, which enabled a comparison between the observations and simulations on a similar spatial scale. The Level 3 LST data with higher resolution ($0.01^\circ \times 0.01^\circ$) were re-gridded to $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ resolution to match the resolution of the AOD data.

Several algorithms have been developed for the retrieval of AOD from the AATSR observations. In this work we used the AOD retrieved with the AATSR Dual-View (ADV) algorithm, which was developed at the Finnish Meteorological Institute [36]. Over land, the algorithm uses both nadir and forward view measurements of top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance to decouple atmospheric and surface contributions from the observed signal. The main product of the retrieval is AOD, including pixel-level uncertainties. Validation results have shown that the ADV AOD values agree well with sun photometer measurements ($r = 0.85$, RMSE = 0.09 over land). The Level 3 AOD product is an average of the Level 2 AOD product ($10 \times 10$ km$^2$), which is retrieved from cloud-cleared observations. After the retrieval, the Level 2 AOD values are post-processed to remove the remaining cloud contamination [37]. For a more detailed description of the algorithm see [36] and the algorithm’s Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document [38]. In addition to the average AOD values, the Level 3 data product includes pixel specific standard deviations and they were used as uncertainty estimates in the analysis. We assumed that the uncertainties are strongly correlated temporally; thus, the seasonal uncertainty estimates were calculated as simple averages. To ensure that this relatively new AOD product was suitable for our analysis over the studied region, it was compared with AOD retrievals available from Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) observations and with previously published AOD trends for this region. The AOD products were in good agreement and the AATSR product exhibited trends similar to those published in the literature (see Figures S1 and S2, and Table S1 for more information).

The LST algorithm uses pixel-by-pixel TOA radiometrically and geometrically calibrated brightness temperatures from the 11 and 12 $\mu$m channels. The retrieval coefficients are dependent on the biome, fractional vegetation cover, precipitable water, satellite zenith view angle, and the time of day (day or night). Both the fractional vegetation cover and precipitable water are seasonally dependent, whereas the biome is invariant. The Level 3 product exploited here has been cloud-cleared and re-gridded onto a regular equal-angle grid. For more information, see the AATSR LST Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document [39] and the Validation Report [40]. The LST data also include pixel level uncertainties that were incorporated into the analysis. In practice, we averaged the uncertainty values in a similar way as we did for the AOD values. Averaging the uncertainties provides us with a conservative uncertainty estimate, since in error propagation random components are reduced, but we do not consider this; instead we treat them as systematic errors. In the analysis, we modelled the data uncertainty as normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation of half the given uncertainty. With this uncertainty model, the true data points were assumed to lie within the given uncertainty range with a probability of 95%.

2.1.2. OMI

The Dutch–Finnish-built Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is a nadir-viewing pushbroom UV/Visible instrument. It is onboard NASA’s EOS-Aura satellite and part of the A-Train satellite constellation. OMI measures backscattered radiances in three wavelength intervals: 270–310 nm (UV-1), 310–365 nm (UV-2), and 350–500 nm (visible) at spectral resolutions of 0.42–0.63 nm [41]. It has a swath width of 2600 km and spatial resolution of $13 \times 48$ km$^2$ at nadir for the UV-1 channel, and $13 \times 24$ km$^2$ for the UV-2 and visible channels. OMI measures ozone, trace gases (e.g., NO$_2$, SO$_2$, HCHO, BrO, CHOCHO, OClO), aerosols and clouds.
In this work, the Level 3 tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} retrievals from the OMNO2d product were used \cite{42}. It consists of only good-quality pixel-level data that are averaged into a \(0.25^\circ \times 0.25^\circ\) global grid, and thus we re-gridded the data into \(1^\circ \times 1^\circ\) resolution to match the AATSR observations. The data contain NO\textsubscript{2} column densities for all atmospheric conditions where the cloud fraction is less than 30%. For cloud fractions larger than 30% it becomes impossible to distinguish pollution from natural variation because high clouds mask the tropospheric contribution. For more information, see the documents provided by NASA GES DISC \cite{43,44}. The NO\textsubscript{2} data do not include information on the uncertainty of the retrieved values. Therefore, we used an uncertainty estimate of \(\pm 20\%\), as suggested by Lamsal et al. \cite{45}, who evaluated the NO\textsubscript{2} product over the eastern USA. The standard deviation of the data was estimated in a similar manner as for the AATSR LST data. In this research, the tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} data were used as a proxy for anthropogenic emissions. NO\textsubscript{2} can be considered a proxy for anthropogenic influence since the main sources of nitrogen oxides in the studied region are combustion in transportation and electricity generating units, with some emissions also originating from industrial, commercial and residential sources \cite{25}. Fertilized croplands could also be important NO\textsubscript{2} sources \cite{46}, and in our analysis they can be considered as anthropogenic emissions. Although NO\textsubscript{2} is not emitted from all anthropogenic sources, it exhibits a similar decreasing trend to SO\textsubscript{2} in this region \cite{47}. Thus it is a suitable proxy for estimating the level of anthropogenic contribution to seasonally averaged AOD.

To confirm that the tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} retrievals from OMI represent anthropogenic pollution levels, we compared them with in situ observations of sulphate particle mass performed at the Interagency Monitoring of PROtected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) sites in the southeastern USA \cite{48}. The comparison was done using summertime averages of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} column densities covering the entire study region and seasonal averages of sulphate particle mass combined from 12 IMPROVE sites within the region. This comparison showed a strong positive correlation between the observations \((r = 0.98)\), which further supports the assumption that the tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} observations can be used as a proxy for anthropogenic influence (see Figure S3 for more information). Lightning also produces NO\textsubscript{2}, thus to evaluate the effect of lightning to the level of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} we used observations of lightning flash rates \cite{49}. Based on the flash rates, summers 2010 and 2011 had the highest lightning activity during the studied period. As these summers had low tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations, it indicates that anthropogenic sources have a larger effect on the seasonal level of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} than lightning.

2.1.3. MODIS

The Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometers (MODIS, \cite{50}) are passive satellite instruments aboard two satellites: Terra and Aqua. Having a swath width of 2300 km, these instruments cover the Earth’s surface every 1 to 2 days. The instruments have 36 spectral bands ranging in wavelength from 0.4 \(\mu\)m to 14.4 \(\mu\)m. Two of the bands are imaged at a nominal resolution of 250 m at nadir, five bands at 500 m and the remaining 29 bands at 1 km. The Terra satellite was launched in 1999 and Aqua in 2002.

In order to analyse how the biogenic emissions depend on the underlying vegetation types we used the Land Cover Type Climate Modelling Grid (CMG) product (MCD12C1, \cite{51}). The product provides the dominant land cover types on a \(0.05^\circ \times 0.05^\circ\) global grid. It contains three classification schemes that describe the land cover properties derived from observations spanning a year’s input of MODIS observations. The primary land cover scheme, which identifies 17 land cover classes defined by the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP), was used in this work. We re-gridded the data into \(1^\circ \times 1^\circ\) resolution to match the other observations by calculating the fraction of each land cover class within the \(1^\circ \times 1^\circ\) pixels. We considered a pixel to be dominated by a certain land cover class if the fraction of that type was 50% or larger. In the analysis, we only used pixels dominated by the three most abundant land cover classes in the southeastern USA in 2011: woody savannas, mixed forests and cropland/natural mosaic. The studied domain included in total 82 \(1^\circ \times 1^\circ\) pixels. Of those pixels, 22 were classified as woody savannas, 13 as mixed forests and 10 as cropland/natural mosaic.
The other land cover classes dominated fewer than five $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ pixels, thus they did not provide enough observations for a statistically robust analysis. We also checked how the land cover types had changed during the studied period but no large-scale changes were found.

2.2. Aerosol–Climate Model

In this study, the contribution of biogenic sources to the temperature dependence of the AOD over the southeastern USA was also assessed using the development version of the global aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ [31–35], version ECHAM6.1-HAM2.2-SALSA. The atmospheric circulation model ECHAM solves the fundamental equations for the atmospheric flow, physics and tracer transport. The aerosol model HAM takes advantage of the Sectional Aerosol module for Large-Scale Applications (SALSA), which was used to calculate the aerosol microphysics [33,35,52]. SALSA describes the aerosol population consisting of sulphate ($SO_4$), sea salt, organic carbon (OC), black carbon (BC), mineral dust, and water, and uses seven size sections with moving centres to cover the size range from 3 nm to 10 µm. External mixing of the aerosol particles was tracked with seven additional sections. Anthropogenic aerosol emissions were described with AeroCom-II Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) data [53,54]. For biomass burning emissions, the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFEDv2; [55]) was used. Annual and monthly averages were used for the anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions, respectively. The activation of aerosol particles into cloud droplets was calculated with the semi-empirical parameterization of Lin and Leaitch (1997) [36].

In our implementation of SOA formation in ECHAM-HAMMOZ, organic mass is emitted both as primary organic matter (POM) and in the form of volatile organic compounds (VOC). Here we consider xylene (XYL), toluene (TOL), and benzene (BENZ) as anthropogenic VOCs, which are entered into the model based on the AeroCom II ACCMIP emission inventories [53,54]. BVOC emissions are computed online using the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN, [57]). In our implementation, isoprene (ISOP) and monoterpenes (MTP) are considered for BVOC emissions. POM is emitted only from anthropogenic sources and wildfires.

Once emitted, all VOCs are subject to gas-phase oxidation. Here we consider the hydroxyl radical (OH) and ozone (O$_3$) as daytime oxidants and nitrate radical (NO$_3$) as a night time oxidant. The concentrations of OH, O$_3$ and NO$_3$ are prescribed with pre-computed climatological 3D fields from the MOZART model [58]. The applied reaction coefficients are listed in Table 2 and the reaction equation is given in the table caption. The oxidation products are grouped into two categories, the first of which contains semi- and non-volatile compounds that partition onto aerosols directly from the gas phase. The second category contains organic compounds that form SOA through aqueous phase chemistry.

**Table 2.** Reaction coefficients for VOC oxidation in the form $k = k_0 \exp(E_a'/T)$, with $k_0$ in m$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and $E_a' = E_a/R$ in K, $k = k_0 \exp(E_a'/T)$. Where R is the gas constant, $E_a$ is the activation enthalpy, $T$ is temperature, and $k_0$ the reference reaction coefficient at 298 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>O$_3$</th>
<th>NO$_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k_0$</td>
<td>$E_a'$</td>
<td>$k_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYL</td>
<td>$2.31 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOL</td>
<td>$1.81 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENZ</td>
<td>$2.33 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$-193$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOP</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>$1.03 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTP</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLYX</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEPOX</td>
<td>$3.56 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The compounds in the first category are grouped according to their volatility using the volatility basis set (VBS) approach [59,60]. In our implementation we group them into three volatility
classes based on their saturation vapour pressure, \( C^*: \) VBS0 (\( C^* = 0 \mu g \text{ cm}^{-3} \); non-volatiles), VBS1 (\( C^* = 1 \mu g \text{ cm}^{-3} \); low-volatiles), and VBS10 (\( C^* = 10 \mu g \text{ cm}^{-3} \); semi-volatiles). The second category, which represents species forming SOA in the aqueous phase, contains isoprene epoxydiols (IEPOX) and glyoxals (GLYX). Gas phase IEPOX and GLYX are removed via further oxidation, and the applied reaction coefficients are also listed in Table 2.

The partitioning of SOA forming compounds is assumed to be a non-equilibrium process and it is calculated by solving the condensation equations for all size classes using the Analytical Predictor of Condensation method [61,62]. Aqueous production of SOA by IEPOX and GLYX is modelled via their reactive partitioning into aerosol water [63], with partitioning coefficients obtained from Kampf et al. [63] for GLYX and Nguyen et al. [64] for IEPOX. Partitioning of organic compounds into cloud water was not considered in this study.

The simulations were done using T63 horizontal resolution (roughly 1.9° × 1.9°) and 31 pressure levels that reached up to 10 hPa. The model’s large scale circulation (divergence, vorticity and surface pressure) in our simulations was nudged towards the ECMWF reanalysis data (ERA-Interim; [65]) to ensure compatibility between the model and the observed atmospheric conditions. The simulation period was 2002–2010, with a three-month spin-up. It has to be noted that, due to its coarse resolution, the climate model is not expected to fully replicate the observations, but as it includes a state-of-the-art description of biogenic SOA it is a suitable tool to investigate the magnitude of the effect of biogenic aerosol sources on the aerosol load over the southeastern USA. The intention of the model analysis was not to reproduce all the details of the observations. Instead, it was used as a tool to estimate the biogenic contribution to AOD using sensitivity simulations. This enabled us to evaluate whether the observed relationship between temperature and AOD could be explained by biogenic aerosols.

In order to do this, two model simulations were undertaken: a control simulation where all the schemes described above were in use (CONTROL) and a sensitivity simulation that did not include biogenic SOA precursors (noBIOSOA). The significance of biogenic emissions was then estimated by comparing the sensitivity simulation to the CONTROL run.

To ensure that the ECHAM-HAMMOZ model could reproduce the main AOD and LST characteristics over the studied region, the modelling results were compared with AATSR observations. The monthly AOD and LST averages from the CONTROL simulation were in a reasonable agreement with the values from the AATSR retrievals for the years 2003–2010. The correlation coefficients for the AOD and LST values were 0.77 and 0.94, respectively. The simulated AOD values overestimated the lowest AOD values but underestimated the largest ones. (See Figures S4 and S5 for more details).

2.3. Meteorological Data

Since we study the temperature-driven changes in AOD, we will also have to consider processes that simultaneously affect both temperature and aerosol causing common cause variation. Changes in temperature can be connected to changes in other meteorological quantities, such as precipitation and wind. In addition, the changes in these quantities may affect aerosol loads. In order to investigate the possible effects of meteorology on the aerosol population, we used precipitation and wind data from the ERA-Interim archive [65]. For the comparisons with the satellite observations, we used the daily forecasts for local noon with 1° × 1° degree spatial resolution. We collocated the daily meteorological values of total precipitation, boundary layer height, and the U10 (east–west direction) and V10 (north–south direction) wind speed components at 10 m altitude with the satellite observations for each pixel in the study domain for the years 2005–2011. For the linear fitting, we assumed a 20% uncertainty for the meteorological parameters.

2.4. Regression Analysis

In order to estimate the magnitude of the linear relationships between the different observed and simulated variables analysed in this study, we fitted linear models to the datasets using Orthogonal Distance Regression (ODR) [66]. By carrying out the linear model parameter estimation using this
method the uncertainties in both the dependent and independent variables were taken into account thus producing more realistic estimates for the linear model parameters than by using the ordinary least squares fitting [67]. In practice, the observations with smaller uncertainties constrain the linear model more than the observations with larger uncertainties. Furthermore, the used approach enabled computation of confidence intervals for the estimated parameters. The ODR analysis was carried out using the Python package scipy.odr, which utilizes the FORTRAN-77 library ODRPACK [68].

As discussed in previous sections, the satellite products have uncertainty/variability estimates that can be used in the fitting of the linear models. The climate model data, on the other hand, do not include such information. Therefore, we used the variability between the daily values within the summer months to estimate the representability of the seasonal averages for each simulated pixel using the bootstrapping method [69]. Bootstrapping is a commonly used statistical method that may be used to assign measures of uncertainty to sample estimates. In practice, we constructed 1000 data point sets by randomly sampling from the daily averages and calculated averages for these new sets. Furthermore, the standard deviations of the set averages were computed and used as the measure of variability in the analysis.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Temperature Dependence of Summertime AOD over the Southeastern USA

As the first step, we investigated the relationship between AOD and LST using the AATSR observations. The anomalies of the regional mean LST and AOD were calculated for the summers (JJA) of the years 2005–2011 by subtracting the average of all the summers from the yearly summer averages. Summer averages were calculated from monthly averages to ensure that each month had an equal weight in the seasonal average.

Figure 1 presents a scatterplot of the observed AOD versus LST anomalies for the summers 2005–2011 and apparently, there is no clear correlation between these anomalies for these years. This lack of correlation seems to be in contradiction with the results of Goldstein et al. [18], who presented a linear correlation between AOD (retrieved from MISR data) and temperature anomalies (from Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS)) for the years 2000–2005 averaged over the same region.

![Figure 1. Summertime anomalies (JJA) of aerosol optical depth (AOD) vs. regional mean land surface temperature (LST) over the southeastern USA for the years 2005–2011. Pentagons represent averages over the whole domain. LST and AOD are from the L3 AATSR. The error bars represent the uncertainty of the observations (one standard deviation).](image-url)
Veefkind et al. [73] showed that over the southeastern USA summertime AOD values and formaldehyde (used as an indicator for non-methane VOCs) column densities are strongly correlated, which implies (see Table S2 for details) and this decrease is in line with the reductions of anthropogenic emissions. The NO\textsubscript{2} column densities have decreased between 2005 and 2011 (see Table S2 for details) and this decrease is in line with the reductions of anthropogenic emissions in the studied region (e.g., [24,25,47,74,75]). The emissions have decreased for several years due to emission control measures, but the economic crisis in 2007–2009 augmented the reduction rate of the emissions further [76], which is also visible in Figure 2.

To further investigate this apparent discrepancy, we compared the time series of AOD, LST and other quantities that might influence the AOD in this region (e.g., tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} column densities, total column water vapour [70], soil moisture [71], fire radiative power [72], and meteorological parameters [65]) for the summers of 2005–2011. Examples of these time series are shown in Figure 2. Their comparison shows that LST and AOD have some similar features with high values in 2007 and 2011 and a minimum in 2009, but their correlation coefficient is only 0.16. The temporal variations of tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} column densities and AOD are in better agreement with similar features and a much higher correlation ($r = 0.92$). Finally, the comparison between AOD and southerly wind speed at 10 m (SW10) shows no correlation ($r = -0.02$). The other quantities not shown in Figure 2 did not exhibit any clear relationships with AOD but that does not mean that AOD could not be affected by those quantities during certain summers. To conclude, a significant correlation is observed only between summertime AOD and tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} column densities over the southeastern USA.

**Figure 2.** Summer averages of LST (K), AOD, tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} column densities (molecules/cm\textsuperscript{2}) and the southerly wind speed at 10 m (m/s) over the southeastern USA, for the years 2005–2011. AOD and LST are based on the L3 AATSR data while the tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} column densities are based on the L3 OMI and the meridional wind speed on the ERA-Interim data. The error bars represent the uncertainty of the data points and \(n\) is the number of data points used in the calculation of each summer average.

As tropospheric NO\textsubscript{2} is predominantly generated from anthropogenic sources [73], Figure 2 indicates that the summertime AOD levels in this region are mainly related to the amount of anthropogenic emissions. The NO\textsubscript{2} column densities have decreased between 2005 and 2011 (see Table S2 for details) and this decrease is in line with the reductions of anthropogenic emissions in the studied region (e.g., [24,25,47,74,75]). The emissions have decreased for several years due to emission control measures, but the economic crisis in 2007–2009 augmented the reduction rate of the emissions further [76], which is also visible in Figure 2.

The AOD can be affected by anthropogenic emissions of both primary aerosol particles and precursor gases and also by enhancing SOA formation from biogenic precursors (e.g., [16,19,20]). Veefkind et al. [73] showed that over the southeastern USA summertime AOD values and formaldehyde (used as an indicator for non-methane VOCs) column densities are strongly correlated, which implies that SOA formation could have a more important contribution to AOD than primary emissions. Correspondingly, Zhang et al. [77] found that monoterpenes SOA accounted for about half of the
total fine mode organic aerosol. Furthermore, Rattanavaraha et al. [19] and Budisulistiorini et al. [20] showed that in the southeastern USA almost all isoprene-derived SOA is formed through the low-\(\text{NO}_x\) pathway and sulphate enhances the SOA yield by providing particle water and acidity. Under low-\(\text{NO}_x\) conditions SOA yields from isoprene are expected to be larger because peroxy radicals are not able to react with NO. Instead, they produce IEPOX through a \(\text{HO}_x\)-mediated mechanism [78–80]. The actual mechanism responsible for the anthropogenic effect on biogenic SOA formation cannot be discerned with the remote sensing datasets at our disposal, but the total effect of the anthropogenic emissions on AOD level can be estimated.

In order to gain a better understanding of the effects of anthropogenic and biogenic emissions on the AOD, we investigated the time series shown in Figure 2 and Table S2 in more detail. As Figure 2 shows, the tropospheric \(\text{NO}_2\) column densities decreased linearly between the summers 2005 and 2007. At the same time LST increased by 2 K, whereas AOD did not exhibit a clear trend. Moreover, the AOD values in the summers of 2007 and 2011 were larger than in the preceding summers while in these same summers the tropospheric \(\text{NO}_2\) column densities were smaller than in the preceding summers. Therefore, it is not likely that the high AOD values in these summers are due to increased \(\text{NO}_2\) concentrations. Instead, this increase in AOD in the summers of 2007 and 2011 with respect to that in the preceding summers could be caused by the increase in biogenic emissions in these years in response to enhanced temperatures. However, the comparison of the periods 2005–2007 and 2009–2011 indicates that the decreasing anthropogenic emissions have a larger effect on the AOD level than the increasing temperature. Both periods undergo similar increase in temperature but the AOD and tropospheric \(\text{NO}_2\) levels do not exhibit a similar increase over that period. Thus, the data in Figure 2 suggest that there is a temperature-dependent component in the summertime AOD over the southeastern USA as Goldstein et al. [18] reported but its impact on the total AOD (anthropogenic + biogenic AOD) is considerably smaller than the impact of anthropogenic emissions and therefore, it is not clearly visible in our data due to the overwhelming effect of \(\text{NO}_2\) reductions during the period used in the analysis. Therefore, Figure 1 appeared at first to contradict the findings of Goldstein et al. [18].

To quantify the effects of temperature-induced biogenic emissions and anthropogenic emissions on the AOD a statistical analysis was undertaken using data averaged over individual \(1^{\circ} \times 1^{\circ}\) pixels. Even though the correlation coefficients between the domain-averaged parameters can be high, a statistically robust relation cannot be derived due to the small number of data points and the significant uncertainties in the observational values. For a robust estimate of the impact of different emission sources on AOD, we calculated the anomalies of all the parameters for individual \(1^{\circ} \times 1^{\circ}\) pixels within the studied domain (82 pixels in total) in a similar manner as we did for the whole region. We calculated pixel-wise anomalies to remove the spatial gradients that might complicate the analysis. When the pixel-wise anomalies of summertime tropospheric \(\text{NO}_2\) column densities are compared to the corresponding AOD anomalies, a linear dependence can be seen, as the linear fit with 95% confidence intervals in Figure 3 shows. It is worth noting that the linear relation derived based on the \(1^{\circ} \times 1^{\circ}\) pixels compares well with the domain anomalies, which indicates that the relationship based on the individual pixels is also representative for the whole region.

This relationship between AOD and \(\text{NO}_2\) explains most of the variation in AOD but not all of it. To investigate whether a dependence of the AOD on LST or other parameters could be quantified despite the large changes in anthropogenic emissions we used Orthogonal Distance Regression (ODR) to separate the different factors affecting the total AOD level. We checked all available quantities (e.g., tropospheric \(\text{NO}_2\) column densities, total column water vapour, soil moisture, fire radiative power, and meteorological parameters) to see whether AOD exhibits a statistically reliable relationship with any of them. The reliability of the linear relationships was based on the 95% confidence intervals of the linear fits. For example, fire radiative power, which we used as a proxy for biomass burning emissions, did not exhibit any kind of relationship with AOD, which is a clear indication that biomass burning emissions do not explain the variation in AOD level. This was to be expected as the contribution of biomass burning emissions to the aerosol load in this region is at a minimum during summers [81].
Figure 3. Summertime (JJA) anomalies of AOD vs. tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities over the southeastern USA for the years 2005–2011. Blue pentagons represent averages over the whole domain ($r = 0.92$) while the dots represent $1° \times 1°$ degree pixels within the domain. AOD is from L3 AATSR and tropospheric NO$_2$ from L3 OMI. The error bars represent the uncertainty of the observations (one standard deviation). The linear fit shown with the red dashed line is based on the individual data points ($AOD_{anom} = 2.56e^{-16} (\pm 2.74e^{-17}) NO_{2,trop,anom} + 0.005(\pm 0.006)$, 574 observations, $r = 0.43$, with 95% confidence intervals given in the parenthesis). The red curtain represents the 95% confidence interval for the linear fit. The colour of the dots indicates the density of the overlapping data points: the darker the colour, the more overlapping points there are.

The regression analysis showed that in addition to the tropospheric NO$_2$ column density anomalies only LST anomalies and southerly wind speeds (SW10) exhibited linear relationships with AOD. We confirmed with regression analysis that these quantities were not correlated with each other and used them as independent parameters in the analysis. To quantify the relation between AOD and these parameters, we calculated a multivariate fit to the data and obtained the following equation (with 95% confidence intervals given in parenthesis):

$$AOD_{anom} = a \cdot NO_{2,trop,anom} + b \cdot LST_{anom} + c \cdot SWV10_{anom} + d,$$

where

$$a = 2.68e^{-16} \pm 2.87e^{-17} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ molec}^{-1},$$

$$b = 0.007 \pm 0.006 \text{ K}^{-1},$$

$$c = 0.032 \pm 0.019 \text{ s} \text{ m}^{-1},$$

$$d = -0.003 \pm 0.006.$$

The dependence of AOD on the tropospheric NO$_2$ column density anomalies and LST anomalies was expected as they are proxies for anthropogenic and biogenic emissions, respectively, which are known to influence AOD levels [18,73]. However, the dependence of AOD on SW10 was not detected from our earlier analysis with the domain averages (Figure 1) as it was likely hidden by the spatial averaging. Nevertheless, a wind speed dependence on aerosol concentrations is to be expected as it can be caused both by transport of aerosols generated elsewhere to the studied area as well as by transport of aerosols away and thus reducing the aerosol load with higher wind speeds. To investigate this effect of wind speed on the observed AOD we used our CONTROL simulation to see which quantities were correlated with meridional wind speeds (V10). For the analysis, we calculated summer averages for all the grid cells in the southeastern USA for the summers 2002–2010. Based on this dataset, none of the meteorological variables (relative humidity, vertically integrated water vapour, and tropopause height) exhibited a linear relationship with V10. Then we looked at the AODs of different aerosol species and found that only the AODs of sea salt and dust aerosols were positively correlated with V10. The correlation coefficients for sea salt and dust AOD were 0.58 and 0.33, respectively. To evaluate the significance of these species regarding the total AOD, we calculated their fraction.
from the total AOD and found that the correlation coefficients between these fractions and V10 were even higher: 0.70 and 0.45 for sea salt and dust, respectively. These results indicate that the dependence of AOD on SW10 is most likely caused by the transport of sea salt and dust aerosol to the region. The dust aerosols are likely transported long-range from the Sahara [82].

Although the observations indicate that the temperature-dependent AOD component is likely caused by biogenic emissions, it is not possible to ascertain the cause based solely on the observations. Therefore, we used climate model simulations as described in Section 2.2, to test whether the effect of biogenic emissions on the AOD would provide a plausible explanation for the observed temperature dependence of AOD. As a first step, we calculated the contribution of different aerosol species to the summertime AOD in the southeastern USA to see which aerosol sources are the most dominant ones. Based on our CONTROL simulation the contributions from water, SO$_4$, biogenic SOA, OC, sea salt, mineral dust, and BC to AOD are 54%, 27%, 11%, 3%, 2%, 1%, and 1%, respectively. Water is the most abundant aerosol component but as it is usually present with most aerosol types in a concentration depending on hygroscopicity and ambient relative humidity, it does not provide us information on the sources of aerosols. However, the prevalence of the other components is in line with our observational results: anthropogenic emissions (SO$_4$) are the dominant drivers of AOD but biogenic emissions (biogenic SOA and part of OC) have also a strong impact on AOD. Biomass burning emissions (BC and OC), and marine (sea salt) and dust sources have minor contributions to the seasonal AOD level.

Next, we estimated the contribution of biogenic aerosol by subtracting the average summertime AOD values (summers 2002–2010) of the noBIOSOA simulation from the corresponding values of the CONTROL run. As Figure 4 shows, modelled AOD of biogenic SOA has a clear temperature dependence ((4 ± 1) × 10$^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$), which is within the uncertainty range of the temperature dependence of AOD obtained from the satellite observations ((7 ± 6) × 10$^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$). Since BVOC emissions and the following SOA formation are temperature-dependent in the model, this may seem like a trivial result. However, the magnitude of the impact these emissions have on AOD is not predefined and it depends on atmospheric chemistry (see for example [9] for more details), state and composition. Therefore, the simulations can be used to evaluate the observational results. As the simulated and observation-based temperature dependence of AOD are in the same range, this agreement indicates that biogenic emissions could be the main cause for the temperature dependence of AOD in this region.

Figure 4. Biogenic AOD (based on the difference between the CONTROL and the noBIOSOA simulations) vs. LST anomaly for the summers (JJA) 2002–2010. Pentagons represent averages over the whole domain ($r = 0.65$) while the dots represent 1.9° × 1.9° pixels within the domain. The dashed line represents the linear fit to the individual data points ($AOD_{bio} = 0.004(±0.001) LST_{anom} + 0.058(±0.002)$, 198 points, $r = 0.38$, 95% confidence intervals given in the parenthesis), the red curtain represents the 95% confidence interval for the linear fit and the error bars represent the uncertainty caused by averaging (one standard deviation). The colour of the dots indicates the density of the overlapping data points: the darker the colour, the more overlapping points.
3.2. Temperature Dependence of Summertime AOD over the Most Common Land Cover Types

The largest source of isoprene emissions in the southeastern USA is broadleaf trees [57,83], thus if the observed temperature dependence of AOD is caused by biogenic emissions the dependence should be larger in the vicinity of forests than in locations with fewer trees. To study this, we used the MODIS land cover type classification data and limited the observed datasets to the three most common land cover types: woody savannas (22 pixels out of 82), mixed forests (13 pixels out of 82) and cropland/natural mosaic (10 pixels out of 82) (see Figure S6 for details). Then, the same analysis we did to estimate the temperature-dependent AOD component for the whole domain (described in Section 3.1) was also performed for each of the land cover types separately. None of the three land cover types exhibited a distinguishable relationship between AOD and LST anomalies (see Figures S7–S9 for details) whereas AOD and tropospheric NO2 column density anomalies exhibited positive linear relationships over all of them (see Figures S10–S12 for details). The ODR analysis revealed that over mixed forests AOD was related to tropospheric NO2 column density anomalies and temperature anomalies but not to southerly wind speed anomalies (with 95% confidence intervals given in parentheses):

\[ AOD_{\text{anom, MF}} = a \ NO_{2,\text{trop, anom}} + b \ LST_{\text{anom}} + c \ SWV10_{\text{anom}} + d, \]  

(2)

where

\[ a = 2.07e^{-16} \pm 5.11e^{-17} \ \text{cm}^2 \text{molec}^{-1}, \]
\[ b = 0.027 \pm 0.013 \ \text{K}^{-1}, \]
\[ c = 0.022 \pm 0.041 \ \text{s} \text{m}^{-1}, \] and
\[ d = 0.001 \pm 0.012. \]

Over woody savannas AOD was related to tropospheric NO2 column density anomalies and southerly wind speed anomalies but not to temperature anomalies:

\[ AOD_{\text{anom, WS}} = a \ NO_{2,\text{trop, anom}} + b \ LST_{\text{anom}} + c \ SWV10_{\text{anom}} + d, \]  

(3)

where

\[ a = 2.07e^{-16} \pm 4.94e^{-17} \ \text{cm}^2 \text{molec}^{-1}, \]
\[ b = -0.005 \pm 0.011 \ \text{K}^{-1}, \]
\[ c = 0.056 \pm 0.033 \ \text{s} \text{m}^{-1}, \] and
\[ d = -0.000 \pm 0.012. \]

Over cropland/natural mosaic AOD was clearly related only to tropospheric NO2 column density anomalies:

\[ AOD_{\text{anom, CM}} = a \ NO_{2,\text{trop, anom}} + b \ LST_{\text{anom}} \mp c \ SWV10_{\text{anom}} + d, \]  

(4)

where

\[ a = 2.25e^{-16} \pm 5.12e^{-17} \ \text{cm}^2 \text{molec}^{-1}, \]
\[ b = 0.003 \pm 0.010 \ \text{K}^{-1}, \]
\[ c = -0.016 \pm 0.033 \ \text{s} \text{m}^{-1}, \] and
\[ d = -0.000 \pm 0.013. \]

These regression results indicate that the positive temperature dependence of AOD was statistically significant only over mixed forests where the AOD increases as a function of temperature by approximately \( (27 \pm 13) \times 10^{-3} \ \text{K}^{-1} \). The slope of this linear fit is almost four times larger than that for the whole domain. This is in line with the notion that forests are the main BVOC source in the studied domain [57,83]. As the other land cover types are emitting significantly smaller amounts of BVOCs, this finding supports our assumption that the temperature-dependent AOD component derived from the observations is most likely caused by SOA formed from biogenic VOC emissions. Furthermore,
AOD depends on southerly wind speed anomalies only over woody savannas, which are mainly located at the southeastern corner of the southeastern USA close to the coasts (see Figure S6 for details), which is a region most likely affected by transport of sea salt and Saharan dust. Finally, the AODs over all land cover types exhibited a clear dependence on tropospheric NO$_2$ column density anomalies, which underlines the significance of anthropogenic emissions on AOD levels in this region.

3.3. Radiative Impacts

In order to estimate the climate effect of the temperature-dependent AOD (or biogenic) component in the southeastern USA, the regional direct radiative effects (DRE) were calculated from the observations and the simulations. For the measurement-based estimate, the linear regression fit between the AOD and temperature anomalies (see Equation (1)) was used. The slope of $(7 \pm 6) \times 10^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$ represents our best estimate with 95% confidence. Using this AOD change per temperature degree in the following equation, we estimated the regional DRE of the temperature-dependent AOD component (e.g., [84]):

$$DRE = S_{rad} \phi AOD (1 - C_c) T_{0, atm}^2 (1 - R_s)^2 \left(\frac{2 R_s (1 - \omega)}{(1 - R_s)^2} - \beta \omega\right)$$ (5)

where $S_{rad}$ is the incident solar radiation (461 W/m$^2$) at the top of the atmosphere integrated over the 24-h day, $\phi$ is the mean daytime value of the secant of the solar zenith angle (1.33), $C_c$ is the fractional cloud amount (0.0 for clear-sky and 0.6 for all-sky), $T_{0, atm}$ is the aerosol-free atmospheric transmission (0.76), $R_s$ is the shortwave surface reflectance (0.15), $\omega$ is the single scattering albedo (0.972), and $\beta$ is the up-scatter fraction (0.21). All values used in the equation, except for $S_{rad}$ and $\phi$, were taken from Goldstein et al. [18]. The region and season averaged $S_{rad}$ and $\phi$ were calculated with the help of the tools in the LibRadtran package [85]. The original equation by Haywood and Shine [84] was designed for global DRE estimates and it includes the global variables day length and solar constant, thus the equation was modified for regional calculations by replacing them with $S_{rad}$ and $\phi$ to get a regional DRE estimate. Using these assumptions, the measurement-based DRE estimates for the whole domain are $-0.33 \pm 0.29$ W/m$^2$/K and $-0.13 \pm 0.11$ W/m$^2$/K for clear- and all-sky conditions, respectively. For the mixed forest pixels, the corresponding DRE estimates are $-1.3 \pm 0.7$ W/m$^2$/K and $-0.5 \pm 0.3$ W/m$^2$/K for clear- and all-sky conditions, respectively.

We also estimated the summertime clear-sky DRE of biogenic aerosols from the model simulations by calculating the difference between the net clear sky top-of-atmosphere solar radiation from the CONTROL and the noBIOSOA simulations as a function of temperature anomalies. A linear fit to the dataset produced the following function: $DRE_{bio} = -0.29(\pm 0.09) LST_{ano} - 1.59(\pm 0.11)$ (see Figure S13 for details). Thus, a one Kelvin increase in temperature corresponds to a biogenic DRE of $-0.29 \pm 0.09$ W/m$^2$ and so the model-based clear-sky DRE estimate is in a very good agreement with the observation-based estimate for the whole domain.

Paasonen et al. [15] analysed long-term observations of aerosol particles and biogenic vapors in continental mid- and high-latitude environments. Their results showed that aerosol cooling effects are strengthened by increasing biogenic vapour emissions in warmer temperatures. When compared with the DRE estimates presented by Paasonen et al. [15] for several locations across Europe, our DRE estimates for the southeastern USA are more negative. For the growth season ($T > 5^\circ C$) Paasonen et al. [15] reported a DRE average of $-0.03 (-0.060-0.006)$ W/m$^2$/K. Thus, our regional DRE estimates are five times larger than their maximum estimate and our DRE estimate for the mixed forests is over 20 times larger. Furthermore, Lihavainen et al. [86] estimated the DRE for the Pallas–Sodankylä Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) station in Northern Finland with two methods: ground-based remote sensing and in-situ observations. Both methods produced similar estimates ($-0.097 \pm 0.066$ W/m$^2$/K and $-0.063 \pm 0.040$ W/m$^2$/K with remote sensing and in situ observations, respectively), which are three to five times smaller than our estimates for the southeastern USA. This difference in the magnitude of the estimates is in line with the findings of Xu et al. [25] and Carlton and Turpin [87], who showed that the biogenic SOA mass concentrations are
high in the southeastern USA because the particle partitioning potential of organic compounds is driven by anthropogenic pollution. Consequently, high levels of pollution enhance the formation of biogenic SOA, which leads to more pronounced radiative effects of biogenic aerosols over the southeastern USA than in regions with less pollution (e.g., boreal forests).

Based on an equation similar to Equation (5) and AOD observations done with MISR, Goldstein et al. [18] estimated that the all-sky DRE of the summertime aerosols in this region would be −3.9 W/m² (although they erroneously called it clear-sky). They estimated the radiative effect as the difference between summertime and wintertime AODs (resulting in an AOD difference of 0.18). For the clear-sky case ($C_r = 0$) their DRE estimate would be −9.75 W/m². For comparison, we calculated seasonal differences (summer–winter (DJF) averages) from our datasets. Based on the AATSR data, the seasonal AOD difference was 0.23, which is in the same range as the seasonal AOD difference reported by Goldstein et al. [18]. To compare how much the non-anthropogenic AOD could change due to the seasonal temperature difference we calculated the seasonal temperature difference (17.5 K) and multiplied it with the slope of the temperature dependence of the AOD ($ (7 \pm 6) \times 10^{-3} K^{-1}$), resulting in an AOD change of 0.12 ± 0.10. This is only half of the total seasonal AOD difference. Assuming that our equation correctly represents the biogenic contribution to the AOD for the seasonal temperature range, this implies that the difference between the winter and summertime AODs cannot solely be explained with biogenic emissions.

In a similar way, we estimated that the DRE of the temperature dependent AOD component due to the seasonal temperature change would be −6.0 ± 4.7 W/m² and −2.4 ± 1.9 W/m² for clear- and all-sky conditions, respectively. Furthermore, we estimated the clear-sky DRE caused by biogenic aerosols from the model simulations by subtracting the summertime net clear sky top-of-atmosphere solar radiation of the noBIOSOA simulation from the CONTROL simulation. This led to an average clear-sky DRE of −1.9 ± 0.7 W/m², which is at the lower limit of our observational estimate for the clear sky DRE of the temperature-dependent AOD component and significantly smaller than the DRE estimate of Goldstein et al. [18]. This supports our previous conclusion that there are other factors in addition to the temperature-enhanced biogenic emissions that affect the seasonal AOD difference in this region and the radiative effects of biogenic aerosols cannot be estimated based on seasonal differences in the aerosol load. To highlight the importance of anthropogenic emissions on the seasonal AOD differences we calculated the following example. During the years 2005–2007 when the summertime tropospheric NO₂ column densities were larger than $2.3 \times 10^{15}$ molecules/cm², the seasonal AOD difference was 0.27. For the summers 2008–2011 with tropospheric NO₂ column densities lower than $2.3 \times 10^{15}$ molecules/cm², the seasonal AOD difference was also lower, 0.20. However, for both periods the temperature change between the seasons was equivalent: 17.4 K and 17.8 K for 2005–2007 and 2008–2011, respectively. The significantly larger AOD difference corresponds to larger tropospheric NO₂ column densities while the temperature change does not seem to have a noticeable effect. Furthermore, when the seasonal AOD differences from the years 2005–2011 are compared with annual averages of tropospheric NO₂ column densities there is a clear linear relationship with positive correlation ($r^2 = 0.93$). Therefore, it appears that anthropogenic emissions have a more dominant role than biogenic emissions in the seasonal change of AOD, although the biogenic emissions are a prerequisite for the process.

Attwood et al. [24] estimated that between 2001 and 2013 the summertime surface radiative effect decreased by 8.0 Wm⁻² in the southeastern USA. Their estimate was based on aircraft measurements and radiative transfer modelling. To see whether our datasets produced corresponding results, we did a similar calculation using the difference between the summertime averages of AATSR AOD from the years 2005 and 2011 in Equation (5). Between these years, the AOD decreased by 0.06 and the DRE decreased by 2.9 Wm⁻². This is only 36% of the estimate by Attwood et al. [24]. Attwood et al. [24] had also included a time series of MISR AOD in the supplementary materials for their paper, and from this figure we estimated that the summertime AOD had decreased from 0.275 to 0.188 between 2001 and 2013. Using this change of AOD in Equation (5), we calculated the corresponding decrease in DRE...
to be 4.3 Wm$^{-2}$, which is closer to our AATSR estimate (2.9 Wm$^{-2}$) and only half of that reported by Attwood et al. [24]. As the AOD-based estimates of DRE decrease are in the same range but much lower than the reported decrease of 8.0 Wm$^{-2}$, it may be that the reported value of Attwood et al. [24] is an overestimate.

As the DRE estimates showed, biogenic SOA has a significant direct radiative effect on a regional scale and especially over forests. To estimate its indirect radiative effects, we used the model data to approximate the effective radiative forcing (ERF). ERF includes the rapid tropospheric adjustments (often related to humidity and clouds) to the radiative forcing. ERF was calculated from the difference of the summed net top-of-atmosphere solar and thermal radiation from the CONTROL and the noBIOSOA simulations as a function of temperature anomalies. A linear fit to the dataset produced the following function: $ERF_{\text{bio}} = -1.05(\pm 0.46) \text{LST}_{\text{ano}} + 0.80(\pm 0.53)$ (see Figure S14 for details). Thus, a one Kelvin increase in temperature corresponds to a biogenic ERF of $-1.0 \pm 0.5$ W/m$^2$.

Paasonen et al. [15] reported an average cloud albedo effect (first indirect effect) for the growth season ($T > 5^\circ C$) at several locations across Europe to be $-0.19 (-0.76\sim0.06)$ W/m$^2$/K. Our estimate for the southeastern USA is five times larger than the European average, but our maximum estimate is only about 60% larger than the European maximum. This indicates that biogenic SOA has also a significant indirect radiative effect in the studied region.

4. Conclusions

By using satellite remote sensing observations from AATSR and OMI and aerosol-climate model ECHAM-HAMMOZ simulations in concert, we quantified the observed temperature dependence of the AOD and the corresponding radiative effects over the southeastern USA. The satellite observations lead to the conclusion that anthropogenic emissions are the main driver of summertime AOD levels in this region. There is also a temperature-dependent component in the summertime AOD over the southeastern USA but its impact on the total AOD is considerably smaller than the impact of anthropogenic emissions and, therefore, it is not clearly visible due to the changing level of anthropogenic emissions. Furthermore, it appears that anthropogenic emissions have a more dominant role in the seasonal cycle of AOD than biogenic emissions, although biogenic emissions are a prerequisite for the cycle.

To quantify the temperature-dependent AOD component, we used the Orthogonal Distance Regression method. Based on this analysis, AOD appears to be influenced by tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities, LST and southerly wind speed but not by the other parameters used in our analysis. The dependence on tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities could be explained by anthropogenic emissions, whereas the dependence on southerly wind speed is likely a result of transported sea salt and Saharan dust. This analysis shows that the AOD has a small dependence on temperature ($(7 \pm 6) \times 10^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$). Our model simulations produced a similar temperature dependence of the biogenic AOD over the southeastern USA. The model showed that the increase in AOD due to BVOC emissions and the subsequent SOA formation was $(4 \pm 1) \times 10^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$, which is within the uncertainty range of the observed change in the temperature-dependent AOD component.

To evaluate the effect of the vegetation type on the observed temperature dependence of AOD we used the MODIS land cover type classification. The data showed that the three most abundant land cover types in this region are woody savannas, mixed forests and cropland/natural mosaic. When the analysis was limited to $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ pixels covered mainly with the above mentioned land cover types, only pixels with mixed forests exhibited a clear temperature dependence of the AOD. For the pixels covered mainly by mixed forests the biogenic contribution increases non-anthropogenic AOD by approximately $(31 \pm 13) \times 10^{-3}$ K$^{-1}$, which is over four times larger than for the whole domain. As the largest source of isoprene emissions in the southeastern USA are broadleaf trees [57,83], the increased temperature dependence of AOD in the vicinity of forests supports our assumption that the temperature dependence is most likely caused by SOA formed from biogenic VOC emissions that increase with increasing temperature.
The corresponding clear-sky direct radiative effect (DRE) of the observation-based biogenic AOD is $-0.33 \pm 0.29$ W/m$^2$/K and $-1.3 \pm 0.7$ W/m$^2$/K for the whole domain and over mixed forests only, respectively. The model estimate of the regional clear-sky DRE for biogenic aerosols is in the same range as the observational estimate: $-0.29 \pm 0.09$ W/m$^2$/K. All these DRE values are significantly larger than the values reported for other forested regions [15,86]. Most likely, the more pronounced radiative effects of biogenic aerosols over the southeastern USA are caused by high levels of pollution that enhance the formation of biogenic SOA. Furthermore, the model simulations show that biogenic emissions have a significant effect on the indirect radiative forcing in this region. The approximated effective radiative forcing (ERF) for the biogenic aerosols was $-1.0 \pm 0.5$ W/m$^2$/K, which is larger than the values reported for other forested regions [15].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/9/5/180/s1, Figure S1: Time series of monthly averaged AOD over the southeastern US from AATSR and MISR Level 3 products for the years 2003-2011, Figure S2: Monthly averaged Level 3 MISR AOD vs. Level 3 AATSR AOD over the southeastern US for the years 2003-2011, Figure S3: Summertime averaged tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities vs. sulfate particle mass (diameter below 2.5 µm) in the southeastern US for the years 2005-2011, Figure S4: Monthly mean observed LST vs. simulated LST in the southeastern US for the years 2002–2010, Figure S5: Monthly mean observed AOD vs. simulated AOD over the southeastern US for the years 2002–2010, Figure S6: The most common vegetation types in the southeastern US based on the MODIS MCD12C1 product for the year 2011, Figure S7: Summertime anomalies (JJA) of aerosol optical depth (AOD) vs. regional mean land surface temperature (LST) over mixed forests in the southeastern US for the years 2005–2011, Figure S8: Summertime anomalies (JJA) of aerosol optical depth (AOD) vs. regional mean land surface temperature (LST) over cropland/natural mosaic in the southeastern US for the years 2005–2011, Figure S9: Summertime anomalies (JJA) of aerosol optical depth (AOD) vs. regional mean land surface temperature (LST) over woody savannas in the southeastern US for the years 2005–2011, Figure S10: Summertime (JJA) anomalies of AOD vs. tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities over mixed forests in the southeastern US for the years 2005–2011, Figure S11: Summertime (JJA) anomalies of AOD vs. tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities over woody savannas in the southeastern US for the years 2005–2011, Figure S12: Summertime (JJA) anomalies of AOD vs. tropospheric NO$_2$ column densities over cropland/natural mosaic in the southeastern US for the years 2005–2011, Figure S13: Biogenic aerosol direct radiative effect (DRE, based on the difference between the CONTROL and the noBIOSOA simulations) vs. LST anomaly for the summers (JJA) 2002-2010, Figure S14: Effective radiative forcing caused by biogenic emissions (ERF, based on the difference between the CONTROL and the noBIOSOA simulations) vs. LST anomaly for the summers (JJA) 2002-2010.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations and acronyms are used in this manuscript:

- $\beta$ Up-scatter fraction
- $\phi$ Mean daytime value of the secant of the solar zenith angle
- $\omega$ Single scattering albedo
- AATSR Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer
- ACCMIP Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate model Intercomparison Project
- ADV AATSR Dual-View algorithm
- AOD Aerosol optical depth
- BENZ Benzene
- BVOC Biogenic volatile organic compounds
- $C_c$ Fractional cloud amount
- CCI Climate change initiative
- CCN Cloud condensation nuclei
- CMG Climate Modelling Grid
- CONTROL Simulation with all model schemes in use
- DJF December-January-February
- DRE Direct radiative effect
- DUE Data User Element
- $E_a$ Activation enthalpy
- ENVISAT Environmental satellite
- ERF Effective radiative forcing
- ESA European Space Agency
- ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
- GAW Global Atmosphere Watch
- GFED Global Fire Emissions Database
- GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies
- GLYX Glyoxals
- IEPOX Isoprene epoxydiols
- IGBP International Geosphere Biosphere Programme
- IMPROVE Interagency Monitoring of PROtected Visual Environments
- ISOP Isoprene
- JJA June-July-August
- $k$ Reaction coefficient for VOC oxidation
- $k_0$ Reference reaction coefficient
- LST Land surface temperature
- MEGAN Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature
- MISR Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer
- MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
- MTP Monoterpenes
- NASA GES National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Earth Disc Sciences Data and Information Services Center
- noBIOSOA Simulation without biogenic SOA precursor emissions
- ODR Orthogonal Distance Regression
- OMI Ozone Monitoring Instrument
- POM Primary organic matter
- $R$ Gas constant
- $r$ Correlation coefficient
- $R_s$ Shortwave surface reflectance
- RMSE Root-mean-square error
- $S_{sol}$ Incident solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere
- SALSA Sectional Aerosol module for Large-Scale Applications
- SOA Secondary organic aerosol
- SW10 Southerly wind speed
- $T$ Temperature
- $T_{atm}$ Aerosol-free atmospheric transmission
- TOA Top-of-the-atmosphere
- TOL Toluene
- U10 Wind speed component (east–west direction) at 10 m altitude
- US United States
- V10 Wind speed component (north–south direction) at 10 m altitude
- VBS Volatility basis set
- VOC Volatile organic compounds
- XYL Xylene
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